Fifteen experimental English language question-answering I systems which are programmed and operating are described ) arid reviewed. The systems range from a conversation machine ~] to programs which make sentences about pictures and systems s~ which translate from English into logical calculi. Systems are ~ classified as list-structured data-based, graphic data-based, ~! text-based and inferential. Principles and methods of opera-~4 tions are detailed and discussed.
I. Introduction 2
The last decade has seen many varied approaches toward computer processing of natural languages. The z: largest number of projects have been concerned with ~ii m, (:haaica [ translation between languages. Document ? rci rieval systems based on computers have become faMy ~' {:olntlltolt and more recently programs which support stvSstie and content analysis of documents have been >r " built. In the course of this still early development of i} rmtural-language-proeessing techniques, more than a r~i dozen systems which attempt to answer English questions have been reported.
' ,~;~ The term question-answering ,machine is used here rather loosdy to include general-purpose language processors which deal with natural English statements and/or questions. These vary from conversation machines to machines ~i# ~hich generate sentences in response to pictures, and ~ systems which translate from English into logical calculi. :r~ All of these may be interpreted in some sense as attempting to use natural English in a manner very closely related ~: to the question and answer pattern. Research toward natural language question-answering systems has a history dating only from 1959. Currently, 15 or 16 programs exist which answer some type of English question, lit must be emphasized that all of these are experimentM devices, often siguificani~ and exciting in their implications for future developments, but not in themselves practical devices to do the world's work. In a sense, the status of these question-answering systems is like the status of television in the 1930's; a nmnber of breadboard devices exist, each of which shows that some aspects of' the panorama of verbal meaning can be successfully reproduced by machine, but none as yet offers general solutious to the problem of high-quality language processiug or attacks the engineering problems which a practical device would encounter, A harshly critical review could say of each questionanswering system so far built, that it deals only trivially with a trivial subset of English. Nevertheless, each does answer some subset of English questions, and in the early stages of a research discipline, the effectiveness and generality of the systems developed is of considerably less interest than are the principles which emerge from the experimentation. In reviewing five years' accumulation of question-answering systems, this paper takes a tolerant viewpoint. It is concerned primarily with explaining and extracting principles and techniques of question answering and with communicating to a wider audience the state of the art of language processing.
II. A Logic of Questions and Answers
Most languages have a small set of rules which can be used for transforming any statement into a question. In English the question mark, intonation, and the rearrangemeat of subject and verb accomplish this function. In addition to transformational rules, a vocabulary of special question words--who, why, where, etc.--exists which provides dues as to the nature of the answer that is desired. Linguistic differences between declarat~ive statemeats and questions are well catalogued and understood (Lees, 1960) .
For logical differences the situation is not so clear-eut~. A recent attractive idea is that a question is a special subclass of assertions whose propositional truth or :falsity cart be determined. Harrah (1961) and Belnap (1963) use this viewpoint as a basis for beginning a logical analysis of questions and answers. For opposing arguments see Hamblin (1963) and MacKay (1961) . This logic offers both a consistent way of looking at questions and a classification scheme for questions and answers.
In the Belnap classification a question has two parts; one part delineates a set of alternatives, the other' makes a request. The request part of the question indicates the acceptable form of a direct answer by showing which and how many of the alternatives must be present. A direct answer is that particular set of alternatives which are a complete answer to the question. Fox' example, in the question, "What are two primes between 1 and 10?" the set of numbers between 1 and 10 are presented as an Mternative from which an answer is to be selected. The request states that two and any two of these will be a direct answer. There exist also partiM answers, eliminative answers, corrective answers and relevant answers. Each of these responses offers something less than the questioner hoped for.
Questions may also be classified as complete (disjunctive), e.g., "Is Brown the governor of California?" and as incomplete, "Who is the governor of California?" It is also desirable on occasion to classify questions as safe, risky, foolish, etc. A safe question is one that divides the universe in two as in "Did she wear the red hat or not?" Whatever in fact occurred there is a direct answer to this class of question. A foolish question is one which cannot have a direct answer, e.g., "What is the largest number?" Risky questions include those with built-in assmnptions such as "Have you stopped beating your wife?" Closely related to questions are imperative statements. "Go to the store," "Set course 180, speed 500," and "Set Dodgers equal win over Boston at Detroit" are all imperatives. Most often the imperative calls for a physical action not involving language while, a question usually dictates a language response. In terms of question-answering programs however, the difference becomes mainly one of output mode; the analysis phase for each type of statemeat is similar. Like the question, the imperative contains a request and outlines art environment of alternatives. In such commands as "Name the signers of the Constitution," where the desired behavior is linguistic, the difference disappears entirely. An important implication for language-processing machines is that the logic developed for question-answering systems applies ahnost directly to machines for doing useful nonlinguistic work in response to English eonunands.
In summary, a question may be considered as a special subset of imperative statements where the desired response is linguistic. Questions are composed of two parts, one which describes the set of alternatives which include the answer and another which makes a request for a particular subset of these alternatives. A direct answer is a complete 54 C o m m u n i c a t i o n s o f t h e ACM at~swer to the question and all other answers provide lest information than the questioner desired. In the analysis0. question-at~swering systems which follows, the mai! features of the t3elnap elassi:ticatiot~ system are either in! pticitly or explicitly recognized and dealt with. ill will bi seen that the dist)inction between commands ~u~d questi01t! tends to be of mirlor importance for these machines II1. P r e c u r s o r s
Machines and programs which attempi~ to answ+ English questions have existed for only about five yeart But the desire to translate language statcments int+ symbols which cart be used in a cMculus has existed as 10~ as formM logic. At~empt, s to build machines to test legion[ & consistency date back at least to Ilamon Lull in the thir to teenth century. Several logic machines for tcsting the vMidity of propositions were constructed in the nineteenttt gr "C century. For the interested reader, Gardner's book Logic ,,j Machines and Diagrams (1958) offers a fascinating teeh w! Meal history of this line of development. However these machines, although they answer questions, do not deal re 7{t, directly with natural languages. Only in recent years ha,e bl attempts been made to translate n~echanicaliy frol/ English into logicM formMisms and these will be briefly. W outlined in Seetiou VII.
In this section two programs reported in 1959 will bi described as foreshadowing the principles developed more s~ e( fully in later question answerers.
The Conversation Machine. This program by L. Gree m u~' E. Berkeley and C. Gotlieb (1959) allows a computer t~ in carry on a seemingly intelligent conversation about tht 117 weather. The problem was originally posed in the context of Turing's definition that a computer could be said to b¢ tt thinking if it could carry on a conversation with a pers0~ in atmther room in such a manner that the person could n not tell if he was speaking to a real person or not. B!' s( choosing a conversational topic as stereotyped as weather, s~ t( the experimenters hoped to gain some experience with thi f( meaning of Turing's idea. f( The conversation machine dealt with three faet0rs: n meaning, environment, and experience, i;\[eaning is eXr pressed in terms of dictionary entries for words, combina. lions of these entries for remarks, and preference rating~ it (like or dislike) for certain types of weatlmr. The environ meat of the system is an input of the day's weather, and a a its experience is a general knowledge of the type of weather it experienced at various times of the year. fi Words are categorized as ordinary, e.g., strew, rain, ete.i d time, e.g., today, December, etc.; and operator, e.g., ~,0t, F change, stop. The meaning of each word is stored as m~ e attribute-value pair. For time words the attribute is type q of time, calendar or relative, arm the value is a code for the i~ amount. For operator words the attribute is a code fern e function to be accomplished att(t the wdue is the degreet0 e which it is to be executed. Thus "change" and "stop" eali -a subroutine for negation but the d(~gree code for "stop" u , ,
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"dew, .... drizzle" and "rain" are coded for successively higher values of the attribute "wetness."
The meaning of a remark is calculated by looking up ca, ell word aLtd coding R by its attribute-value pair from the diet,ioi~ary. In the ease of words not in the dictionary, defined as meaningless words, the ('.ode zero-zero is assigned. The set of codes for words in a remark represents its mea~fing The program compares the meaning of a remark with its own store of knowledge and experience which has been similarly coded, then selects a stereotyped reply frame and fills in the blanks wiih words originating front the remark, from its experiences or from its preference codes.
As an example the authors present, "I do not enjoy rain during July." The "not," operator word acts on "enjoy" to give "dislike" which is a meaningful word to the program. The resultant meaning for the remark is the set, "dislike," "rain" and "July." Looking up the time word "July," the program discovers that "July" is associated with "heat" and "blue skies." Since these two terms do not relate to "rain," the program records an essential disagreemerit. On this basis it selects a reply frame and fills in the blanks as follows: Well, we don't usually have rainy weather in J,uly so you will probably not be disappointed.
The conversation machine avoids the whole problem of syntactic analysis and is obviously limited to a few simple constructions. However it does manage to analyze a statement into a set of meaningful parameters which are then used to select an answer. Its principle of coding the meaning of words as an attribute-value pair is still basic to far more recent and advanced question systems.
The Oracle. As a Master's thesis under John McCarthy, then at M.I.T., A. V. Phillips programmed an experimental system to answer questions from simple English sentences (1960) . Its mode of operation is to produce a syntactic analysis of both the question and of a corpus of text which may contain an answer. This analysis transforms both the question and the sentence into a canonical form which shows the subject, the verb, the object, and nouns of place and time. The system was written in Lisp which simplified the prograrmuing task.
Its principle of operation can be appreciated by following the example in Figure 1 . The example sentence is analyzed into subject, verb and (essentially) object. The analysis is limited to simple sentences and breaks down if the sentence has two or more subjects or objects. The first, stage of analysis is to look up each word in a small dictionary to discover its word class assignment. At this point such words as school, park, morning, etc., are also coded as time or place nouns. During the analysis the question is transformed into declarative order and auxiliary verbs are combined with their head verbs so that both question and potential answering statement are in the canonical form, subject-verb-object, as shown in Figure 12 1 Details of the types of syntactic analysis commonly used will usually not be discussed here. For a survey of the various methods A comparison is then made to determine if the elements of the sentence match those of the question. In the example all three elements match and the program would print out "to school" followed by the entire sentence. Had the input been a complete question, i.e., "Did the teacher go to school?" the Oracle would have modified its behavior to respond "Yes."
As an early question answerer, the Oracle is a competent example of the principle of answering questions by structural matching of syntactic-semantic codes. Within the range of very simple English structures the method is uncomplicated and easily achievable. The principle of double coding--for syntactic and semantic word class---will be scent to generalize to much more complicated structures than Oracle used.
The conversation maclfine and the Oracle are two prototypes of question-answerers, which even in 1959 demonstrated that {f statements could be coded semantically and syntactically they could be matched to discover how closely they resembled each other. For the conversation machine the match was against a coded data base and the selection of a reply to a remark was a function of Ne type of correspondence between the remark after coding and the program's coded knowledge. For the Oracle the comparison was between an English question attd an English sentence, both of which were inputs.
IV. L i s t -S t r u c t u r e d D a t a -B a s e S y s t e m s
A list-structured data-base question-answering system is one that deals with data that are strongly organized into list form. SAD SAM reads Basic English 2 sentences and extracts front them data. which can be appended to a liststructured data base. The Baseball system answers questions from lists which smnmarize a Major League's season's experience. The recent DEACON system is designed both to build a data structure from English sentences and to answer English questions from it. All of these programs illustrate and explore the principle of well-organized but limited information structures as a basis for experimenting with methods of answering English questions. SAD SAM. This acronym stands for Sentence Appraiser and Diagrammer and Semantic Analyzing Machine. It was programmed in IPL-V by R. Lindsay (196; as part of a dissertation at Carnegie Institute of Technology. SAD SAM is divided into two parts, a parsing section and a section for handling meanings. Tile systemis designed to accept, simple sentences limited to a Basic English vocabulary concerning family relationships. The data base is in the form of a family tree represented in the program by a hierarchical set of lists. As a sentence is read, it is parsed and the information that a person bears a relationship of brother, mother, father, etc., to someone else is extracted, and the name so represented is appended to the appropriate lists or branches of the family tree.
The parsing system is an independent program which uses a form of the predictive-analysis teelmiques which have been described in detail by Oettinger and Kuno (1963) . Although it was designed for relatively simple structures, Lindsay reports that it can handle relative clauses and at least some appositional strings. As a result of the parsing, the input to the semantic analysis program is (1) a sentence whose parts are labelled noun, verb, noun phrase, etc., and (2) a tree structure showing the relationships among these grammatical features.
The semantic analyzer searches for subject-complement combinations which are connected by the verb "to be" and cross-references these to indicate that each is equivalent to the other. Words which modify such equivalent words are then grouped together. The vocabulary of Basic English provides only eight words to characterize kinship relations so these are then sought in the sentence. Thus, for the sentence, John's father, Bill, is Mary's father. tile term, "John's father" would be set equivalent to the complement, "Mary's father." The two kinship terms would be recognized and the proper names which modify them would then be discovered. The word "Bill" modifies the subject and since subject and object are equivalent it also modifies the object. Triplets are constructed to show the relationship between each pair of names as follows:
Bill (father) John Bill (father) Mary These relationships are added to the family tree which then has the following structure: Lindsay's primary interest was in machine comprehen, sion of English and he attempted to show tshat an important component of understanding lay i:t~ building large coordi. nated data structures from the text wMch wt~s read. th found :it necessary t,o use a syntactic analysis to discover relationships between the words which his program was able to understand and then to transform the port;ions of the sentence which were understood into a form which could map onto his data structure.
Baseball. This is a program originally eo~w, eived by Frick, Selfridge arid Dineen and constructed t)y (; teen, Wolf, Chomsky and Laughery (1963) . lit answers English questions about the scores, teams, locations and dates of baseball games. The input questions are restrie [;ed Co single clauses without logical connectives such as "and," "or" or "but" and excluding such relation words as "most" 0r "highest." Within the limitations of its dala and its syn. tactic capability, Baseball is bhe most sophisticated aN successful of the first generation of experimenls with question-answering machines. It is of particular interesi for the depth and detail of its analysis of questions.
BasebM1 is programmed in IPL and uses list structures to organize data. The data are set up with a major heading of months. ]:'or each month there is a list of places in which games were played. For each place there is a list) of days,. for each day a list of games, and for each game a list of teams and score values, exemplified by the following daa format~:
The program also contains a dictionary which includes the part of speech of a word, its meaning, an indication of whether it belongs to art idiorn, and a code to show if it is a question word. The first part of the program's task is to use the dictionary, parsing routines and content routines to translate from the English language question into a specification (or spee) list which is similar in format to the data structure.
The first step is to substitute dictionary codes for the English words. A parsing using a modifieat:ion of Zellig Harris's approach (1962) iiii! o.il J ub! --games did the Yal~kees play it~ July?" gives the following bracketing:
(How many games) did (t, he Yankees) play (in (July))?
The brackets distinguish noun phrases and prepositionM phrases and locate the data which are needed for the spec list. The parsing phase resolves some ambiguities of the nouu-verb type while others such as "Boston = place" or "Boston = team" are resolved later. Somc, of course, are not, resolvable.
A semantic analysis phase actuMly builds the spec list froin the parsed question. In this phase the dictionary meanings of the words are used. The meaning may be an attribute which is part of the data structure, as in "team" means <'team = (blank)," or "who" means "team"= ?"; or the mea~fittg may be a call to a subroutine, as for exampie <'winning" means "routine Al" which attaches the additional condition "winning" to "team" on the spec list. The output of these routines is a spec list which is used to search the list structures of the data store for an acceptable ~ns%veI'.
After the spec list is completed, the processing phase takes over. In some cases, this requires the simple matching of a blank item on the spec list such as the place in which a given team played on a given day. In other cases, as with the words "every," "either," and "how many," processing is a very complicated searching and counting procedure. The output of the program is in the form of a faund list which shows all of the acceptable answers to tile question.
In the BasebM1 system three aspects of the questionanswering problem stand ()tit clearly. A first phase of syntactic analysis merges into the second phase, semantic analysis. However, for the first time a third logieM processing phase becomes explicit. In this phase, even though the relations between words and the meaning of words are ah'eady known, a wide range of operations are perforlned as a function of these meanings.
Having considered the manner in which Lindsay's SAD SAM reads text, to append data to a list structure similar to that used by the Baseball system, it is apparent that Baseball could become a completely self-contained (though limited) automatic language processor. To achieve this goal, :factual statements would be read and analyzed into their spec lists and a new processor would be required to add the data to the storage lists.
The DEACON Breadboard. At General Electric's "I~EMPO, t~. Thompson (1964) and J. Craig (1963) have reported on DEACONa--a data-based question answerer which is part of a man-machine communication system that, may eventually allow operators to communicate with each other and with the computer in a subset, of natural English. The qucstioit answerer is programmed in a special list-processing language, KLS-II, developed at TEYiPO for this system. At this writing, many aspects of the natural-language programs have been checked out and the 3 DEACON stands for Direct English Access and CONtrol.
authors expect a complete question answerer to be operable SOOIl. In general, DEACON depends on a list-structured data base. Thompson makes explicit the importance of a wellunderstood data structure and introduces a principle of equivalence between the word classes of syntactic analysis and the semantic categories of the data base. As a result his programs do not break neatly into a parsing system, a semantic analyzer, and a data processor, although these phases are still distinguishable. His language analysis parses a sentence into the nantes of lists att(l the calls to operations to be performed on the lists. These operations are performed immediately and the resulting sublists are tested for their truth value in the last phase of data processing.
An example presented by Thompson (1964, pp. 17-23) will elarit}" the operation of these programs. The data base from which this question is to be answered is outlined in 
The word "shipment" is classified L as a major list. The term "Air Force" is classified M as a list modifier (or major sublist). "Cost" and "dollars" arc assigned A for attribute. "Omaha" is designated V for value and "100,000" is designated N for nmnber. Each of the words coded F represents some functiou for the system to perform. The parsing is accomplished with a phrase structure grammar in which each rule is accompanied by a transform to operations on the data list structure. For example, the following rule, 
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I a" y Communications of the ACM means that when the combination of word classes 21.'! ÷ L is found, substitute for Lt tile list which is generated by Tt operating to extract the sublist M from the major list L.
The word "what" is a function word interpreted as a quantifier which generates all eases of the structure which it modifies. At the conclusion of the analysis there is the rule,
~' = W-~-t~(Y,r) -@ V: ~'7(W,~,r).
This rule translates roughly into "Is it true that the value of the data generated in the first clause exceeds the value of the data generated in the second clause? m By the time this rule is applied, the first and second clauses are each represented by a list. R(V,V) is a function which tests a member of the :first list as greater in value than a member of the second. In this ease the second list has one entry, value 100,000 dollars, and for each member of the first list the indicator for true or false is assigned as a result of tffie comparison.
The TEMPO system accepts the occurrence of ambiguous analyses but usually these are resolved in terms of the data context of the sentence. Each remaining anMysis is dealt with as a separate statement or question. It generalizes to a broad range of data and to a reasonably complex subset of English. The system is self-contained in that it both reads its own data and answers questions. It makes explicit the principles of structure and question analysis which although previously implicit in such systems as Baseball, SAD SAM and the PLM were not then fully conceptualized. It is theoretically important in showing the continuity between syntactic, semantic and symboliclogical anMyses of English in a data base system.
Olher Data-Base Apwoaches. Work by Walker and Bartlett (1962) , and by Sable (1962) and severM classified systems under development by the Air Force are further examples of attempted systems which query a data base in some more or less restricted set of English. The outline of a special problem-oriented language for translating from a subset of English into operations on a data base was re-. ported by Cheatham and WarshM1 (1962) and other computer language developments are also of interest in this area. In generM, however, these are riot primarily studies of question answering in natural language.
V. Graphic Data-Base Systems
Two interesting systems which depend on graplfie data bases are described in this section. One clearly shows the power of translating front English or from graphic dal;a into a subset of the predicate calculus. The other takes a probabilistic learning approach toward the generation of valid English statements front the diagrams it reads. Together they add further support to the idea, suggested earlier by Lindsay (1963) and others, that a well-structured data base For example, is clause 1 (cost of AF shipments, etc. = 103,000) greater than clause 2 (100,000 dollars = 100,000); thus, is 103,000 < 100,000? offers great poteL~tial tbr making inferences as well as f0J providing explicitly stored data.
The Picture La'ngu~l, ge 34achine (/)LM). This set of programs is of particular interest in this review since it. seems to be one of the first to explore the principle of translating from a subset of E~:lglish into a formal language and to point out a reasonable trmthod for doing so. The PLM is eoinposed of three subsystems---a parser, a formalizer, arid a predicate evaluator. Its language is limited to a small subset of English suitable for making statements and asking questions about three geometric figures. The parsing system is based on an immediate. constituent grammar that includes the discontinuousconstituent operator. Parsing is accomplished by recognition routine which successively substitutes symbols for the dictionary for words in the sentence or for an inter. mediate symbol string until the top of the parsing tree is reached.
After the sentence has been parsed to produce one or more tree structures representing it, the formalizer translates the parsed sentence into the formal language. The formM language is a first-order funetionM calculus with a smM1 number of constant predicates. The primitives of the language include brackets, parentheses, the terms "and," "if... then," "for all, .... there exists," "not," "identity," certain other quarttifiers, variables and finMly three types of predicates. The singuIar predicates are typified by the following examples: ! Cir(a) a is a circle Bot(a) a is at the bottom Bk(a) a is black Some typical binary and ternary predicates follow:
a is to the left of b Sine (a, b) a is the same eolor 'as=b Betla,b,c) a is between b and c Mort (a,b,c) a is more to the right of b than c Mmid (a,b,c) a is more in the middle of b than c
The forlnMizer is designed to work with each parsing that the grammar produces. For each rule in tile grammar there is a eorrespondirig rule of formMization. The trans lation process is primarily one of substituting formalization symbols for grammar symbols beginning at the top of the parsed tree arid working down. More than simple substitution is required to insert quantifiers and implication symbols, but essentially the process of translating to tile formM language bears a great similarity to that of generating a language string from a phrase structure grammar. For each parsing of a sentence the translation into the 58
Communications of the ACM Volume 8 / Number 1 / Jarmary, 1963 sz~ formal language results in a unique, uuan~biguous, wellformed formula. An example sen{ ence "All circles are black ? circles" has only orm parsing which finally trans]ates into e~ the [ollowi~tg formal statement:
.1 g[! The structure of this formula is explicit and unambiguous; ~[ tile relationships between the geometric vm'iables are ?r,i clearly specified and the [.ruth value may be tested by the 71,:) predicate evaluator. If' true, the answer to the implied i!~: question "Are all circles black?" is yes.
The predicate evaluator translates h'om pictures to the formal language. It is designed to accept inputs that have e~, been processed by SADIE, a scanning device which is used ;e as an input to a computer. The inputs are limited to three k[ sizes each of triangle, square or circle, each of which may {ti be it* outline or filled in. A technique called blobbing is used in: to distinguish objects resulting from tile scan and each 0i such object is then ciremnscribed with a rectangle. Maxi-V mum and minimuu, x-y coordinates are computed and the ih ratios of these serve to distinguish triangles from circles or ~.ii squares. Circles are distinguished from squares on the e~ basis of covering less area. A blaclc figure is one whose area is filled in while a white figure is an outline. These relatively e simple computations suffice to generate tile valid predia~ cares from the picture matrix.
3?
Son~ 1c of the interesting features of the PLM can be ap-{~ preciated only by close study of its documentation. For !:{ example, the gramntar used is a modified phrase strlleture g~ system with a renlarkably compacted notation (l(irsch, t~ 1963) . The problem of ambiguity of syntactic analysis is ~,~ accepted and each possible interpretation of the sentence is tested fox' wflidity as a well-formed formalization. There 'is a practical scheme for translating at least a small subset of English into the predicate calculus and an equally feasible system fox" testing the forlnalization against that resulting from the picture matrix. Namer. Simmons and Londe (1964) at SDC progrmnmed a system to generate natural-language sentences fl'om line drawings displayed on a matrix. The primary intent of this research was to demonstrate that pattern recognition programs could be used to identify displayed figures and to identify the relationships among them.
:i After this had been established, a language generator was used to generate simple sentences such as "The square is iiai S~: above, to the right of, attd larger than the circle." The it: sentences that are generated are answers to the various ~i relational questions which could be e×plieitly asked. ~i The pattern recognition aspects of Namer were derived '~ from work by Uhr and Vossler (1963) . When a picture is presented on the input matrix, a set of 96 characteristics is }~: computed. The algorithms or operators compute these as :~ functions of the size, shape and location of the pattern in !: tile matrix. Typical characteristics that are derived in-:{! elude one-bit indications of the presence or absence of :i' parts of the figure in sections of the matrix, of protuberVolume 8 / Number 1 / January, 1965 ances, of holes in tile pattern (as in a circle), and of indentations as in a "u." A first-level learning stage of Namer selects a small subset of the 96 characteristics--those which correlate most highly with correct recognition of the name by which the experimenter designates the pattern.
The second level of Namer operates in a comparable fashion to obtain characteristics of the sets of coordinates representing two patterns. At this level the operators generate characteristics of comparative size, separation, density, height, etc. Subsets of these 96 characteristics are learned in tile sanle fashion as at the earlier level to correlate with such relation terms as above, below, thicker than, to the right of, etc.
The language generator uses a very brief phrase structure grammar to generate simple sentences which are true of the picture. For example,
The dog is beside and to the right of the boy. The circle is above the boy. The boy is to t.he left of and taller than the dog.
There is a great, varieV of drawings that can be learned and once a relationship is learned between any two figures it usually generalizes successfully to most other pairs of figures.
Both the I?LM and Namer show the capability of making geometric inferences based on a set of computational operations on line drawings. Unique sets of characteristics resulting from the computations can be mapped onto English names and words expressing spatial relationships. In this respect these systems anticipate some recently developed inference systems (see Section VII on SQA). The PLM has the additional feature of being able to answer questions about those English language statements which are pernfissibte in its grammar. Since it can translate from English into a formal statenlent, the forrealization for the question can be compared to that for the proposed answer. By the addition of predicates which go beyond simple spatial relations, the PLM may generalize into a much broader inference system than any yet available.
Namer on the other hand is not strictly a question answerer. In order to answer English questions selectively it would be necessary to match the valid statements that can be generated against an anMysis of the specific question. However, Namer offers a probabilistie learning approach for learning names and relationships in a data base. This approach may generalize far beyond spatial relationships and their expression in language attd may suggest a nlethod for dealing with inference ill nongraphic data bases as well.
VI. Text-Based Systems
In the previous two sections, question answerers which query a well-struel, ured but limited data base [lave been described. The text-based systems, in contrast, attempt to find answers from ordinary English text. As a eonse-
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quenee, neither the language to be used nor the data t;o be queried lend themselves to fractional(on into convenient small packages of voeabtflary or simple syntax. Although current experimental text-l)ased systems in fact deal with relatively smM1 amounts of text (from 100500 thousm~d words) they are designed wilh much larger amounts ir~ mind. To some extent (;hey resemble mote o~'di~ary (of of mat(oil retrieval syslcms in their us(~ off il~de×ir/g and {;era> matching [(:chlJqu(:s, but they deal at {he' level of" ]')~glish questions and sentences instead of term set~s t.md documents. In addition, the text-based question answerer adds linguistic and semantic processing phases to evalualx~ the material discovered in the retrieval phase.
Three such systems will be described here--Protosynthcx, the Automatic Language Analyzer and the General Inquirer. Since this area is closely related to that of fact and document retrieval systems, references will be provided to lead the interested reader deeper into that area.
Protosynthez. At SDC, Simmons and McConlogue
with linguistic support from Klein (Simmons, Klein, MeConlogue, 1963) have built a system which attempts to answer questions fl'om an eneyelopedia. The problem in this system was to accept natural English questions and search a large text to discover the most acceptable sentence, paragraph or article as an answer. Beginning at tim level of ordinary text, Protosynthex makes all index, then uses a synonym dictionary, a complex intersection logic, and a simple information scoring function to select those sentences and paragraphs which most resemble the question. At this point, both the question and the retrieved text are parsed and compared. Retrieved statements whose strucl, ttre or whose cot~tent words do not match those of the question are rejected. A final phase of analysis cheeks the semantic correspondence of words in the answer with words in the question.
Beginning with natural text that has been keypunched, an indexing pass is made and an index entry is constructed for each content word in the text. A reel,--form logic is used to combine entries for words with similar forms; for example, only one index entry exists for govern, governor, governmeat, governing, etc. The contents of the entry are a set of VAPS Immbers which indicate the Volume, Article, Paragraph and Sentence address of each occurrence of the indexed word.
The first step in answering the question is to look up all of its content words in the index and so retrieve all of the appropriate VAPS nmnbers. At this stage a dietionaw of words of related meaning is used to expand the meaning of the question's words to any desired level. Thus the question, "What animals live longer than men?" nfight result in the following lists of content words as a query to the index. The intersection test finds the smallest unit of text,
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Communications of the ACM preferably a sentence, in which the gceatest ~aumber of words i~tersect. A simple informal(oil score based on the inverse of the frequer,cy of occurrence of {the word in the large sample of text is used to weight some words more heavily d-tan others in selecting potential answers. All of this computation is done with the VAPS numbers tha were obtained from the index. The highest seorin.g five or ten potential answers are then retrieved from the tape on which the original text was stored. These eompris(' an in. formation-rich set of eext which roughly corresponds to the set of all;el'lsatives proposed by tile question (within limits of the available text). The question and the text are {:lien parsed using a modi. ileal(on of the dependency logic developed by D. Hays (1962) . For example, Figm'e 2 shows the dependency structures of a question and some potentiM answers which were retrieved. [n passing it should be noted that the parsing system learns its own word classes as a result of being given correctly analyzed text. The human operator interacts frequently with this parser to help it avoid errors and ambiguities. In the simple examples in Figure 2 , the principle of dependency structure matching can be seen.
All of the potential answers included "worms" and "eat," the content words from the question. But only those state.
ments in which the dependency of "eat" on "worms" is maintained need be considered further as possible answers.
The actual matching is accomplished by a faMy complex set of programs which build a matrix containing all the words from the question and from its possible answers. The A semantic evaluation system is now required to score e~ each of the words in phrases corresponding to "what." [is T' his system is essentially a dictionary lookup whose etttries can grow as a function of use. If certMn words are ~ found to be answers to "where" questions they will be so t1~ coded in the dictionary. If the question had been "Worms
[ez e~tt what food?" the words "ground," "way" and "grass" @ would have been looked up and compared in semantic coding with "food." Those which corresponded most 1t{ closely would haw~ been scored as best answers. The rg semantic evaluation system is still irt early stages of experi-!nf mentation but is expected to resemble the parsing system :; in that its dictionary will be developed and modified as a se~ function of experience with text under the control of an ea online operator.
Its
The approach of Protosynthex is to successively filter S{ out more and nlore irrelevant information, leaving ulti-~'~! mately only statements which have a high probability of i!~i being answers to the question. This system is an attempt to deal with a large and syntactically complex sample of natural text. It is a symbiotic system in which a man works with the computer to help resolve both syntactic and semantic ambiguities. Only in this fashion is tile program able to overcome the problems associated with nmltiple, apparently valid interpretations of the same sent,enee or question.
The Automatic Language Analyzer (ALA). From
Indiana University a series of quarterly reports by Householder et al. (1960-62) and a final technical report by Thorue (1962) describe the progress toward completion of a rather complicated automatic language analysis system) This system is designed to handle tile breadth and complexity of language found in a book on astronomy. As a :) question-answering system, it introduces a variation of ~,a thl: principle of translating from English into an intermediate, language which bears a strong relationship to dependency structure. When translated to the intermediate language, FLEX, the question or text is also augmented by semantic codes obtained from Roget's Thesaurus--or from a specially constructed thesaurus. The degree of matching between question and text is then computed to select, a best answer.
The primary information store for the ALA is a pre-1: anMyzed set of sentences stored on tape. The preanMysis includes assignment of FLEX codes and of thesaurus references. The thesaurus is a list of clusters each of which 5 For the sake of convenience, this has been abbreviated to the ALA system and the present summary is based on the final report rft by Thorne.
Volume 8 / Number 1 / January, 1965 iili: indexes tile portions of lhe text in which members of tile cluster appear. A dictionary of word-stems and phrases provides cross-references to clusters in which the word appears. Tlle sequence of operations is that the question is first analyzed and assigned FLEX and thesaurus codes, then sentences are selected and matched, and finally the paragraphs that contain supposed answering sentences are printed out with their seores.
The transformation of English inlo lhe FI~Ex language is begun by looking up each word in a dictionary to assign ordinary syntactic word classes. At this point a great deal of effort is spent to resolve woM-elass ambiguity by use of special routines which use additional cues available in the sentence. The next phase is to order the words into clauses and phrases and to cheek the accuracy of tMs ordering. The breaking into clauses is accomplished by the use of marker words such as verbs and absolute markers such as because, how, if, what, when, etc. When the sentence has been analyzed into subject, verb and their qualifiers, the translation into FL~:X is accomplished as shown below.
The old man ate stale food reluctantly. S1
$2 P1 P2 P3 man old ate food stale reluctantly
The notation is to be read, "S1 means subject, $2 is the iirst qualifier, P1 means the verb, and P2 .... Pn refer to verb modifiers." The importance to the sentence of each Flmx symbol is rated separately for subject and predicate in order of the numbers assigned. Thus an SI or a P1 are most heavily weighted in the later eoinparison process.
Each word also carries a semantic coding. This code is simply a list of the thesaurus clusters in which it is found. For semantic matching of words a and b, the following formula is used:
where n~ and 'nb are respectively the number of clusters in which a and b m'e found, and 'n,,~ is the number they share in common. When a question and a sentence are matched, mutual relevance is scored by considering the following three comparisons in a weighting scheme: (1) relative importance of the category (i.e., S1 or P1 more important than $2 P2), (2) matcli of FLEX category (S1 = $2 better than S1 = $3, etc.), and (3) cluster matching score (according to the above formula). The paragraphs eontMning the best; scoring sentences attd their scores are then recovered and printed out. 6 Although programming of this system is apparently not yet completed, and it may be claimed that the FLEX transformation leaves much to be desired as an intermediate language, tile ALA is unquestionably one of the more ambitious and sophisticated systems so far described. At this stage of experimentation it is worth wondering how well the semantic correlations will in general correspond to meaning matches between statements. In any ease it is a For other associative scoring techniques see (Doyle 1963 ).
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clearly formulated realization of what has hitherto been a rather vague idea that a thesaurus may be helpful in question answering.
The General Inquirer. A paper by P. Stone et al. (1962) at Harvard University describes a Col,tiT program system useful for analyzing the content of text. As a questionanswerer, the General Inquirer recovers all sentences containing a given set of concepts. As in the HouseholderTheme ALA, a thesaurus is used for coding words as to concept membership and, if desired, an intermediate language may be used which makes explicit the syntax of the text arrd question. However, the General Inquirer differs from most of the systems so far deserit)ed in that any syn tactic manipulations are done as a manual pre-editing phase for the text arid the questions.
Probably the most interesting feature about these programs is the dictionary arid thesaurus operation. The thesaurus is built especially for the content to be studied. For example, a thesaurus for psychological studies ineludes headings such as Person, Behavioral Process, Qualities, etc. As subheadings under Behavioral Process, such cluster tags as the following are found: react, see, heat', smell, defend, dream, escape, etc. For an anthropological study the thesaurus would contain many different headings.
The dictionary includes about 3000 common English words and words of special interest to arty particular investigation. The dictionary lookup is accomplished by first filtering out function words such as arid, or', to, of, etc., then looking up the remaining portion of text (about 50 percent) in the complete dictionary. Each of the words in the main dictionary is defined hy the thesuarus tags or clusters to which it belongs. Thus the dictionary entry for "abandon" has the following format:
ABANDON = GO÷REJECT-t-END+DANGER+ALONE
In the processing phase each word in the text to be ex.. amined may be tagged by its (:luster mernberships attd matched against the terms of the request.
Content analyses may be as simple as frequency counts of tag-concepts in a discourse or they may be requests for all sentences in the discourse with the tags "reject" and "person." A great deal of useful analysis can be accomplished using just the semantic portion of the General Inquirer. However, to avoid apparent triatches which are structurally dissimilar (as in the overworked example, man bites dog vs. dog bites man) a syntactic analysis is often desirable.
The following interesting semantic-syntactic categories are used in the manual pre-editing phase. The "÷" separates two clauses which were coded as separate "thought sequences." For the case of pronouns or ellipses the referent words are added in parentheses, it is to be noticed that the grammar distinguishes between metaphrases such as "I :feel that" and declarative statements about apparent facts. 7 Like the HouseholderTheme ALA, the General Inquirer finds that only a limited syntactic analysis is sufficient for its purpose. Additional applications of the General Inquirer or simulations of it can be found in North et al. (1963) , arid Ford (1963) . It has already proved itsdf to be a system useful in supporting several types of content analysis.
Remarlcs on Text-Based Systems. The three systems described in this section introduce some principles not usually dealt with in data-base machines. The first of these is a semantic principle of indexing large bodies of text at a depth such that words in a question or their semantic tags cart serve as queries to the index. The text processors each faced the problem of bringing explicit organization into the relatively loose flow of ordinary English and each at tempts to solve it by use of some combination of indexing, and syntactic and semantic analysis. The dependency structure matching principle of Protosynthex and the translation into the FL~x language of ALA or the "thought sequences" of the General Inquirer are each examples of analyses which go beyond the purely syntactic. In all three systems, additional semantic coding is explicitly undertaken. The data organization in each of these systems is distributed among indexes, thesauruses arid synonym dietionaries, and among the rules for' text analysis. Nevertheless a strong data organization is present although information categories are overlapping rather than unique as in the data base questioners.
Other Text Questioners. Swanson (1963) has attempted to measure the effectiveness of natural language queries for retrieving documents. (3. Salton (1962) has considered aspects of the structure-matching principle and means for measuring its degree in a given pair' of sentences. Guilian0 (1962) and J. Spiegel et al. (1962) have given a gre~t deal of consideration to the use of word associations as a basis for question-answering and retrieval systems. There is some indication that associative indexing may prove a valuable adjunct to other techniques of comparing questions and their answers. The association nets described by Doyle (1963) also offer an interesting point of view toward question answering. Finally the whole area of classification systems, autoabstracting and document retrieval e,'m be expected to contribute increasingly toward the developmerit of general-purpose question answerers, s ,\~ approach of demcmstratcd usefulness, transformatio~ from English to a quasi-logical formulation is represea,ted by one long-tern1 project and by five of the most r~ccn~ly developed question-answering programs. The ej earliest work ia this area is reported in a paper by T. :~ Williams (1956) concerned with translating from natural i English to the predicate calculus. ~\.'[ore recent work bv ~ Williams (1962) and a series of papers by Bohnert (1962 Bohnert ( , 1963 develop algorithms for translating from importatlt ~!~ small subsets of English into predicate calculus forms. iii Bohuert's Project LOGOS at IB~i (Yorktown Heights) has developed computer programs which do this transla-#~ lion for such samples of English as a simple language to be ii~ used in a marriage bureau and a "war novel" command , z~ language. Bohnert's 1963 paper is notable for the clarity with which it presents arguments for the desirability and ,~ feasibility of making such transformations as well as for {) its development of several algorithms for handling difficult {~ aspects of English.
The system is able to discover clause separations and so reeog~s accomplished in programs concerned with translating relational statements into the predicate calculus. ~:11l! The first phase of the translation is a dictionary lookup ~' !~ which assigns one of two word classes to each word in the text. A ~ord m either a t for punctuation or a W for all other types. The P type are such words as the following: if, then, and, or, but, therefore, either, neither, nor, that, ai; and several others which have significance as logical sepas! rators. At later stages additional word class subscripts are he~ assigned. The P words are further subeategorized as to the ,r! type of connection or separation that they perform and as g!to the particular subroutine which is to be called for special processing. For example, "or," "nor" attd "and" call a special subroutine which looks for "either... or," "neither... nor" and "and... both," respectively. The W words are assigned syntactic word classes such as: noun plural, auxiliary verb, adjective, gerund, etc.
At this point the verbs and gerunds are simplified into : abbreviated infinitive forms (to be = be), and some senri) Volume 8 / Number 1 / January, 1965 tences are expanded. For example, "The box and the chair are wooden" is processed into the transform, "The box be woodeu and tile chair be wooden." Every string of W words separated by a P word is then examined to determine if" it is a sentence. These strings qualify as sentences only if each contains at least one noun and one verb.
Propositioual symbols such as A/V, B/V, etc., are then substituted for each string of W words following a P word. These strings are then compared and, where identical, are assigned the same propositional symbol.
Each proposition is then parenthesized according to a fairly complex set of priority rules in accordance with the P words which separate them. The output is then ready to feed into the program which uses the inodified DavisPutnam algorithm to test the validity of the propositions. The modifications to this algorithm simplify and speed up the process of testing consistency by eliminating redundant clauses.
In the functional logic translation program, sentences are parsed into a phrase structure tree whose nodes are labelled in a manner that makes transformation to quasilogical formulae a simple process. For example the sentenee "All circles are figures" transforms into the quasilogical formula, All + Variable A + Noun Phrase 1A + is + some + Variable A 4-Noun Phrase 2A.
This fornmla is then transformed to the logical format by looking up its elements in a table of equivalents. The logical analysis proceeds through three levels. At the most detailed level all elements of the sentence wilt have been transformed into relational terms and existence assertions. Darlington is presently working toward the development of art algorithm which the system (.,an use to choose automaritally the level of analysis required to prove or disprove the argument. The Darlington system can be appreciated as a specialized question artswerer which tests a verbal argument for internal consistency. The example "All circles are figures. Therefore all who draw circles draw figures." was translated into logical form and proved valid in a total of about .3 minutes. (Note that "Do all who draw circles draw figures?" is the question that is being answered.)
Weaknesses of the Darlington system are the usual ones of limited ability to handle such complexities of English as pronomial referetrce, ellipsis, metaphor, etc., and its use of a tiny subset of the language. Its approach to syntactic analysis tends to be rather rough-and-ready using assumptions which over-simplify tile problem and east some doubts on the generality of the solutions. However, the system does exemplify a well-rounded attack on the problem of translating a small segment of English into logical notation and then evaluating the arguments. It indicates quite clearly that logical translators are an interest, ing and profitable line of research toward the aim of high-quality language processing by computers.
The Cooper System. An elegant example of translation from simple English statements into Aristotelian logic has
Communications of the ACM been programmed in COMIT at IBM (San Jose, Calif.) by William Cooper (1964) . This system accepts a small subset of statements such as "Magnesium is a metal," "Gasoline burns rapidly," and "Magnesium oxide is a white metallic oxide." Such statements, or questions in the same form, are translated into one of the :four basic Aristotelian sentenee types, "All x is y, no z is y, some x is y, and not all x is y." The resulting logical form is tested for deducibility from the information already in the system.
Cooper very carefully defines the subset of Etlglish and of English grammar with which he is working. This subset includes adjectives, modifying nouns, substantives, "is" predicates and intransitive verb predicates. He also defines a logical language L*. Within this logical lauguage, a certain amount of syllogistic inference is possible. The translation algorithm includes phases of syntactic analysis attd transformation into forms belonging to L*. In rough outline the process of parsing and transformation is comparable to those Mready described in the Darlington system and the Kitsch PLM (1964) . The system correctly answers "false" to the assertion "sodium chloride is an element" having already been given the statements, "sodium chloride is salt," "salt is a compound," and "elements are not compounds." It also discovers that "magncsiuin is a metal that burns rapidly" is true, after finding in its information store that "magnesium is a metal" and "magnesium burns rapidly."
Cooper's system is a carefully thought out and welldescribed example of translating from a subset of English into Aristotelian syllogistic logic. Obvious limitations in the generality of the approach, the usefulness of the subset of English, and the eftieieney of the proof algorithm do not detract from the propaedeutie value of a system simply devised and clearly exeeuted.
In this area of translation from natural language to logical formalisms, books by Reiehenbaeh (1947) and Copi (1959) are basic texts. Recent papers by Koehen (1962) , Krulee et al. (1962) attd Travis (1963) each discuss important aspects of the problem of building questionanswering systems which are based on formal languages.
The Spec'¢jic Question An,werer (SQA ) . At, Bolt Beranek and Newman, F. Black (1964) (Parentheses indicate that the enclosure is not an anteeedent.) It will be left as a tree-searching exercise for the reader to follow the resulting net to obtain the answers, "Mercury and Venus." Recent work with minor modifications to this progrmn has shown that it can solve at least some of the Advice Taker problems (McCarthy 1959) . Black has also suggested that the parsing of English syntax may be dealt with by conditional substitutions. For example, erie question transform is "If X is a Y, then is X a Y." This rule transforms from one form of question to one form of declarative statement. To what extent such a transformational approach will actually account for English syntax remains to be supported by experimental evidence. Although the inference approach is undeniably powerful, two drawbacks remain. The first is that the SQA requires an exhaustive search of the network of matching eonsequents, and with even a few hundred eonsequents the time requirement must be very large. The second is the apparent requirement that the corpus of consequents be internally consistent. However, Black has suggested approaches toward easing these difficulties.
The Sema 'utic Irtformation Retriever (SIR) . l~¥om the point of view of exploring a model of meaning as communicated in natural language, B. Raphael (1964) has built a program which accepts a class of simple English statements and, in interaction with the questioner, answers some questions about them. The model considers English words as objects and certain relationships as holding between them. The formalization of the model is a linfited relational calculus. The model also takes advantage of Volume 8 / Number l / January, 196J the prop('rty lisl ch~ra (:l(wi~tics of I,[>~,. All) hough otfly a few meal~iiigs al'v sI)(wifi (:ally (I(~ML with, l~,aphaeI 
This t:)ro~raJ~ :.~voi(l> the (:ol~@exiLies or syntactic analysis by limit,it~g itself to a sinai! mm~ber of fixed forl[latS for selt(.()II(',e>;. ~F/l(~ prPse[lt sysgelll reeogmzes about 20 simple se~ti;e~me formals which include both interrogative and declarative types. By comparison with these basic pal;terns at~ i~put sent(,rm(; such as "Every boy is a person" is translated into the logical form: SETI/. (Boy Person). This means thai "person" is in a superset relation to "boy." Ifa setd;ence or questior, does not correspond to a known format, it, is rejec, le(l by the program with an appropriate (,olnnlent [,o the operator. Figure ; { shows a set of example inputs to (,his program and the resulting data structm'e for them. Ill answering the question, "How many fingers are on John?" the system is able to match the question form "(finger, John)" successively with "(finger, hand)," "(hand, person, 2)," "(John, boy)" and "(boy, person)." The "How many" requirement was not fully satisfied so i(, asks for further information. With the additionM data "(finger, hand, 5)" in the numericM par(-whole relation, it is able to calculate the answer, 10.
The llaphael program is another example of a system which uses a limited set, of logieM predicates such as subset, part-whole, left-right, etc., to allow study of deducing or inferring answers to questions. Like the Black program tlfis one essentially ignores syntaetie problems, and depends on internMly consistent data. However, Raphael's inodel tests a sentence for consistency before accepting it as data and it also makes explicit the interaction with the questioner.
Both the SQA and SIlL are examples of deductive systems which understand SOllle aspects of the meaning of words. They put particular emphasis on various relational terms and use rules of logical inference to follow trees of axioms and theorems. [n both cases, if the statemeat form of the input question can be deduced from information it, memory, the answer is "yes;" if its negation is deduced, (he answer is "no." If the statement cannot be The answer is t0 deduced the answer is "don't know." SIR recognizes when information is missing and requests it, but is limited to those relationM terms for which it has corresponding functional routines. The SQA seems to be a more general approach, in that it earl accept a very broad range of relationM terms without the necessity of reprogramming. That is, the SQA, following the Advice Taker paradigm, allows the question asker to program the machine by giving it additional information. Both systems provide relatively simple and comparatively e~ieient algorithms for deducing answers to questions.
Student. D. Bobrow (1964) for an M.I.T. doctoral thesis has programmed an algebra problem solver which accepts problems phrased in a limited subset of English and transforms these into equations which can be solved arithmetically. The limited subset of English is mainly sufficient to account for the phrasing found in a highschool algebra text. The system is programmed in LIsP and is currently operable on the timeshared 7094 computer system at M.I.T.'s Project MAC.
Student is based on a theoretical relational model whose objects are variables such as words, numbers, or phrases which name numbers. The ,'elations are the ordinary arithmetic operations of adding, subtracting, mtfltiplying, dividing, exponentiation, equality, etc. The means for expressing the relations among objects are sets of simultaneous equations. The problem that Student attacks is that, of transforming a set of English statements in which a set of equations is implicit into an explicit formulation of those equations.
Background data which help Student to "understand" the meaning of certain words and phrases are provided by a part of the system which accepts simple English statemeats such as "twice always means two times" or "three feet equals one yard." This subprogram builds what is essentially a dictionary of transformations from one form of English into an equivalent formalism which the program can use, or into a form which is identieM with a form used previously in a problem.
Bobrow's first step in transforming art English statement into a set of equations is to make mandatory substitutions such as "two times" for "twice," "square" for "the square of," and several others. His next step is to identify terms such as "plus," "percent," "times," etc., and to tag them as operators. In addition to tagging operators in this phase, the program also identifies certain verbs, question words, and the terminal question mark. The process is accomplished by dictionary lookup. After these operations an example problem appears as follows: Conununications of the ACMA most critical phase of the processing is the next step, in which two simple heuristics art used for breaking the problem statement into simple sentences. The first is to look for an "if" followed by anything followed by a comma followed by a question word and transform it to two sentences. Whttt, is QMARK. The second heuristic, applied after the tirst, is to divide strings followed by ", arid" into two simple sentences. After these operations the following simple sentences result from the example above: Each of the operators now calls for a special function to be performed. For example (OF/OP) cheeks to see if "of" is immediately preceded by a number; in that case it will be lrealed as lhe mulliplication operator. Otherwise its operator lag will l)e slripped off and it will be ignored. A (I)IiHK?ENT/OP2) looks at the preceditlg number and divi(les it by 100. Other such operal;ors are not only more complicated but require consideration of precedence levels. The result of applying lhese operations is lo put the equations into the explicit form thai l,IsP can use ill solving thelll. 5lany hazards may still exist to block the explieitness of the equations. Because of prollOUllS, ellipsis, shift in measuring unit;s (as from feet, to inches, or from dollars to cents), or because of synonymic reference such as "people for customers," the variables and units in the equations may not match. [f these dihtieulties arise, Student takes recourse to its memory of background data which can be mauipulal~ed by the user to provide unit transformations, sentence transforms, and synonyms. Heuristics for guessing the referent of pronouns are also provided.
There are numerous interesting features abouI) Student;, not tit(; least of which are its use of a fund of background information attd its substitution of a heuristic approach to sentence analysis for the more usual analytic one. The meaning of a problem is first resolved into simple sentence units, then into variables and operators. The mean-
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Communications of the ACM ing of the operators is the function they cause {o be per. forlned. For variables, the o~fly periinent question is "does the string Pi idenlically correspond lo Cl:~ string Pj." If not, possible transformations are c.ol~siclered to bring about such a result. Although the system is obviously limited Io a well. controlled, specialized subsel of E~glish, it has proved sufficiently versatile to solve a large mm~ber of high seho0i algebra word problems. It contributes significantly 1;0 language-processing technology in its heuristic approach to syntactic attaiysis, its use of background informatiotl, and its direct approach toward ~rattslating a small class 0f English operator words into their ntathem~tieal equiva. lents.
VIII. Analysis and Conclusions
Principles of Question-Answerin 9 ~ystems. Although the questioa answerers described express a wide variety of approaches, there are in fact striking similarities in processing requirements. A strong organization of data storage is a common requirement. (1,ven in the case of English text questioners an additional phase of index processing is usual to obtain this degree of organization.) The language must be anMyzed syntactically and in the more sophisticated systems semantic analysis is also required. Qucstiml and data are transformed into some canonical form and a matching arid sometimes a scoring is undertakett to determine whether or not an answer is present. In the list-structured data-base systems, the output is usually a list of the matching terms from the lists which were the referent of the question. In addition, for each of the syslems, there may be a level of inferencedrawing although only a few make this level explicit.
Data Structures. The data-base programs understand text and/or questions by transforming them inIo the categories and subeategories of a well-structured data storage system. Usually this data system is in terms of lists in which each headlist has sublists which have attributes and values. The chief advantage of this structm'e is that a given item may be a member of many lists which address it (and so interrelate it) while the item need be recorded only once. The papers by Lindsay (11963) and by Thompson (1963) make explicit the value and importmme of coding informatiott by the structure in which it is embedded. The resulting structural relations permit some degree of inference.
In the text-processing programs, the natural English language text has art additional organization imposed upon it through a preprocessing phase of indexing, usually supported by lists of synonyms attd a dictionary of co> cept codes. The data structure in these systems is less explicit and less centralized but quite as essential as i~t the list-structured data-base progrmns.
Syntactic Analysis. Althottgh this paper has not emphasized the description of the special teclmiques of syntactic attalysis, it is an important phase in all question-answeritg systems. (Even in those where simplifying assm nplions are used to avoid it:.'.) (-',et~eralty aa immedia{e-eonstitue**t :model is used and generally the problem of" ambiguous intcrpveLatiotls is encountx)r(>d. IIll tile data-base systems, wh(eve a small subset of English eo~lstitutes tile vocabulary, the problems of ambiguity someiim(~s ca~l be resolved in :tel'ms of ill(, refer<mr data structures. Ill the texl-processing systems, great effort is taken 1o resolve syntactic ambiguity befor(~ attempting to answer the question. Whether either' of these approaches to resolving problems of ambiguity will in fact prove success[ul remains to t)e shown.
Semantic ,l~m/y.sis. While semantic analysis is nmeh more clearly understandable in lerms of the data-base systems, it:. is apparent that no| all subtleties of language can map onto an unambiguously defined data structure. The matter of coding the meanings of words and calculating the meanings of sentences is an area in which only the dimmest of an(letstanding currently exists. However, theoretical work by Katz and l:odor (l(J(~a) aad by Quillian (1963) suggest awmues of approach, and surely a direct attack on problems of meaning is probably most profitable.
Oblai'ning and Et,aluating Answers. Syntactic and semantic analyses are undertaken to trattsform the question and Ihe answering text into some canonical f()nn in which they can be easily compared. Generally this form is a syl~taetically-ordered list of the semamfic units with which the system deals. In the data-base systems, the standard form is a set of list: i/ames; in the text processors tile units may be English words, their synonyms or semantic codes corresponding to words or terms. Several of tlle more recent systems use something approaching the format of lhe predicate calculus as a standard form.
However, even when both question and answer exist is canonical form, there are still serious problems in comparing the two. In the data-base systems there is generally the problem of actually processing the data struelurc and hi some cases making inferences (such as, if X and g are "off'spring" of the same parent they are siblittgs--or, is 300,000 more than 100,000?). In the text-processing systerns really good comparisons of questions and possible answers depend on far better semantic coding than has been presently developed and on a much-increased understanding of how to order the units for comparison. AIthough these systems "u'e also potentially adept at making ]~mguage ilfferences (by generating and tmswering addiiioaa[ qu('stk)us aa(t by using dictionaries of rules of linguistic iaferen(e) actual experiments in this direction are siill largely lacking.
In Kirseh's Pl2\l and Thompson's TEAIPO systems, [he meaning of a statemeut is accumulated subsmmture by sut~siructure and the resuh, is finally tesled for truth vahle. In Sludent, Ihe Algebra Word Problem Solver, tile portions of meaning which are pertitlent to solving the algebra problem are accumulated until a well-formed mathematical formulation is available. These syslems certainly suggest ihe way in which meaning (as far as a particutm' machine function is concerned) can be extracted and accumulated. However to generalize these suggestions to a fairly large sei of English words and constructions remains a formidable task for the future.
Oulloolc. Although t'esellreh Oil qu(,slion-answering systems is only five years old, it is possible to eoneiude that already enough important priueiples are understood to offer assurance that the next live or ten years will be even Illore rewarding. For immediate developnmnt the large data-base system, controlled and queried by a small subset of English which can vary freely, looks most prmnising. Unlil uow data-base syslelus llave worked with a very limited variety of data. The time seems ripe to experhnent, wilh systems which have a wide variely of data in their structure. Such systems would unavoidably be rather large, but all indications of data-base research to this time indicate thai (heir problems can be mastered.
The outlook for tcxt-pr()cessilLg systems is also promising but il would be overoplimistic to expect any developmental model wilh practical utility for some time to come.
Questions of sentantic coding, of accumulating and representing the meaning of statements, and of performing inference effectively are still very much in the iniliat research stage. The two general syslems which so fay exist (1)rotosynthex and lhe A I,A) are intriguing early demonstraitens of ultimately vahmbh, language processors. Those systenls which slu(ly question-answering methods by using rules of inference are a most ree('qlt attd po tentially attractive feature of the language processor, but a gTeat deal of research into rules of logico linguistic inference and inlo methods of translating from English into clarifying forms such as lhe predicate calculus remains to be done.
In summary, steady, even rapid, progress is being made toward the development of practical questio~l answerers and general language processors. The most diil ieull ques-. lions are now beeomiug apparent. How does one characterize the meaning of a sent(race? IIIow are ambiguous interpretations, both syntactic and semantic, to be dealt. with? How are infcrenc(~s to be made without exhaustive tree searches? How are partial answers, widely separated in the text, to be combined? To what extent can we or should we translate fronl English into formal languages? Can these studies be attacked from a theoretical point of "Volume 8 / Number 1 / January, 1965
Communications of tile ACMview or do they yield best go the empirical approach of building large question answerers and language processors as test vehicles? Even partial answers to these questions will contribute to the eventual development of high quality, general-purpose language processors.
Ac/cnowledgments. There is today an "invisible college" of language-processing researchers. Those engaged in research on question answering are a relatively new and close-knit group in this college. Thanks to the intensive exchange of information among memt)ers of this group, this review of question-answering systems shows fewer of my own biases and gaps of knowledge than would otherwise be true.
I am particularly indebted to Russell Kirseh who called my attention to several approaches go question answering which might not otherwise haw~ been cited. Larry Travis has attempted to allay some of my ignorance in the area of translating from English into formal languages. Dan Bobrow (1963) by his competent survey, Syntactic Analysis of English by Computer, has saved me a great deal of detailed exposition of how each question answerer did its parsing. Discussions with several of the researchers cited in this review have helped me understand their various approaches.
The paper provides clear sunmtaLy deseriptinns of some fifteen ongoing hmguage-p .( eessing research projects, a.nd the dcseriptions are in suflieicnt depth of detail to give the general reader ~ good idea of what sueh systems are an(l how they are designed. Sueh factual state-of-the-art summarics arc seen far too r:trely iu areas having to do with eonqmter applications.
My main criticism of the paper relates to its faihn'e te bc critieal of what is deseribed. The papcr might lead a casual reader to believe that eonsideral)le progress is being made-.I tend instea(l to sce evklenec mainly of motion, with little real evidence of progress.
In presenting only the t( lerant vw~p( mt of question auswering, the paper constantly uses the expressions "syntactic a[mlysis," "semantic analysis" :rod "logical analysis" suggesting that these phrases denote established nwtlmds of language processing requiring only engineering applieati(m. The brutal faets are as folh)ws. 1. There is no experinmntal evidence to the effeet that, a substantial data t)ase can be org,'mizcd in a form suital)lc for subsequent "semantie analysis" except in the ease of very restricted and ahnost trivial subject a'eas-qfainilv kinship relationships, has(> ball scores, simple geometrical figures, etc.
2. Beyond those trivial sul)jeei areas, ,,fly the foggicst understanding of the general problem of semantics exists, and res(mreh in this area is apt to require many y(mrs for real progress to be made.
3. Automatic syntactic analysis in its present state of (lev(dol)-ment, although fcasihle, leaves tim importaut l)roiflem of am~ bignity to be resolved. Using a rcasonably e(mq>let(~ gramntar, a typical sentencc may lead to anywhere from a half-dozen to :L hundred distinct ,,malyses, an(l at, present thcre is no way of seleeting the correct one.
4. No clearly understood relation exists between meaning and logical f( rmalisrn; that is, procedures for extracting meaning from test and expressing it in machinc-maifiptflable not~xtion are far from being fully understood, Moreover, while logical ealeuii arc adequate for dealing with truth and fals(:hood, they aceount only inadequately for relcwmee, which is a, in(lelmndent notion since r~ statement may bc false but yet relewmt to a question.
In attcqnpting to unify his (lcseripti.ns of thc various syst,ems, Simmons often des( ri )es rather arbitrarily heurist.ic proce(hlr(,,s as "principles." The notion seems to be that a proeedure which is used in several computer progranuned systems becomes a t)rine, iple merely through use--despite the fact that its utility in any of the systems (or, as a matter ot" faet, the utility of such a system itself) remains unevaluated.
The idea that question answering shouht proceed through the three stages of syntactic analysis, semantic analysis and logimd analysis is reminiscent of an idea, rather universally accepted in Volume 8 / Number 1 / January, 1965
Communications of the ACM 5957, that machine translation of languages should proceed through the stages of lexieal, syntactic and semantic processing. To date, however, such procedures have not been carried through sueecssfully. The paper therefore tends to trestle an image of a developing unified science of quest.ion-answering systems -when as yet t*o such science exists it, fact. The systems described are computer deiuonstrations; they have not, insofar as has been reported, been used for scientific experiments on language processing. That is, as reported in Simmons' paper, few attempts, if any, have been made to fornmlate and thcn test hypotheses about natural language for question-answering. Conclusions cannot be stated simply because hypotheses were not stated in a form suit able for testing in tim first place. The resull is that, while a number of such systems are being programmed, it will probably not be possible to conclude anything significant from their operation. Such systems typically work well in some instances, not so well in others, and the results are either uninterprctable or such lhat they could have been predicted without programming in the first place. In summary, my reaction is that in a rush to demonstrate that question answering can be done by computer, sight Ires too often been lost of the fact, that much is yet to be learned about language, and that a demonstration can be only as good as tile knowledge of language that goes into it. The existence of procedures of alchemy do not create a science--theories arc needed which lead to testable hypotheses, and artifacts of computer usage are likely to be of utility only insofar as they are based on such theories or hypot heses.
REPLY TO COMMENTS

Bv R. F. SIX~MOXS
In tile main Giuliano's remarks are an additional warning to tile unwary reader that question-answering systems are in their infancy and that computational linguistics it, this area (as in all others) falls far short of being an applied science. With this I heartily agree.
I do argue, however, that important principles are emerging from these studies and that tim researches cited are not. mere "computer demonstrations" but truly scientific approaches to lhe study of language. Each computer experiment embodies a set of hypotheses about the structure of language. These hypotheses are explicit only in tile statenlents of the program--but in this form they are far more testable than a verbM statement could be.
To the extent that a question-answering program succeeds on its own sample text, hypotheses tend to be validated. Principles of hmguage processing emerge as a result of repeated successes of tile same techniques used in different settings by different researchers. As in :dl approaches to science, we are vulnerable to tile possibility (if incorrectly interpreting our results or of prematurely generalizing them. But the results are no less interpretablc than in any other experimental approach.
I have attempted to extract some principles. The reader may justifiably disagree with these. However, to say that nothing (tan lie concluded from question-answering machines is to deny that a science buihls upon its models--not all of which can or should be experiments in the nineteenth century mode.
As for theory, we eagerly apply what little is available froth linguistics and logic, but theory often lags far behind model building and sometimes derives therefrom.
We are not alchemists it, search of an elixir of life or a philosopher's stone; we are accumulating knowledge by the toughest kind of experimentation -that of building smM1, very complex models and testing their limits.
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